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Disclaimer 

1. I am a Stroke Doctor who works on the natural neural network of the brain. 

2. Firm believer CCIO that AI will be assisting clinicians and not replace. 

3. I was the principal investigator of AI trial & had nothing to do with evil robots taking over. 
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Stroke Clinical Pathway – The Process 

At-risk patient 
taken via the 

Blue Light 
Ambulance with 
suspected stroke

We urgently 
treat clot by clot-

buster or clot 
removal surgery 

Patient get 
monitored in 

specialised Unit

Patient receive 
rehabilitation 
and go home 

AI

AI AI



Scan decision aid for clot removal or emergency drug. AI example 1/3

• The process takes a lot of time when I don’t have time –

• What if 

• What did I save 
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Brain scan 
performed- scan 

delivered to PACS-

Remote loginX4, 
Radiology 

specialist to login

Multiple  
telephone calls  –

Radiology 
reporting 

Stroke -decision 
to treat (40 min)

Brain scan 
performed- sent to 

cloud 

Decision aided  
report by AI - On 

my mobile 

Stroke -decision 
to treat (10 min)



Smart heart rate monitor to stop another stroke-. AI example 2/3

• The NHS process takes a lot of resources, when I don’t have resources

• What if 

• What did I save 
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After Stroke  need 
to monitor heart 

rate- keep in 
hospital

Or send home,  call 
back, fit monitor, 
call back again, 
remove monitor 

Analyse, report by 
cardiac tech, treat 
patient to prevent 

another stroke 

WAITING LIST in 
COVID 4 months)

Send home with QR 
code, download app, 
monitor heart from 
mobile at home. 

Day of detection of 
abnormal heart 
rate - decision 

aided report by AI. 

Notification sends 
on my mobile-
treat same day. 



Stroke risk prediction and remote detection. AI example 3/3

• The NHS process has a lot of demand-supply mismatches and if I cant work smartly 

• What if 

• What did I save 
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Stroke – I need to detect irregular heart rate to stop stroke 

To do so, I need to Screen 1 million population of ICS for heart monitor and someone to analyse

Who is a high risk, its analytics or AI or DML or ADNN

If multiple points indicator can run on and predict people with irregular heart rate and get smarter–

The prediction tool to prevent stroke by monitoring  high risk 



AI and my clinical work floor  

• Every minute count 

• Limited resources with increasing disease burden 

• Clinicians’ human capacity vs computation of at-risk patients 

• Any deviation from standard practice require robust evidence for patient safety 

• Digital alien ship and clinical Digital leadership in people, process and product 
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Five challenges on AI to clinical floor

1. Overpromise at the sale– Under delivery at floor gap

2. Evidence gap in life sensitive health areas- rigorous evaluation

3. Regulatory overkill versus free-thinking innovations  

4. Procurement and DPIA – taking to the floor 

5. Built-in Data bias and further cementing inequality 
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The Stroke Clinical process improvement-expectations journey 
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Other AI potential on my clinical floor 

4. Identify risk patients and pick up well before the stroke; young stroke- genetic risk 

5. AI aided triage of stroke-like events 

6. Automation of emergency treatment process  - decision support tools 

7. Monitoring deteriorating patients with AI 

8. Targeted, individualised rehabilitation 

9. Long term heart and risk monitoring  and Post-stroke medication compliances 

10. Live with a post-stroke disability, blindness, speech loss, enabling AI 

Message- The process map, identify genuine problem solvers AI and evidence- just not flashy AI 
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